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PRE-GREECE 
 

Signalman Jack Wentworth Ansell, Royal Signals 
 

Summary 
 

Born in July 1919 in Dagenham, moved to Mitcham, Surrey c 1928.  Became Sorting Clerk and 
Telegraphist for the General Post Office.  Called up on 28th November 1939 and joined the Royal Corps of 
Signals. 
 
October 1940 - to Egypt 
 
HM Troopship “Orontes” sailed from Liverpool on 7th Oct as part of convoy WS3B Fast, destined for Port 
Tewfiq and the Suez Canal via Capetown. 

 

 
 

SS Orontes in Orient Line colours 
 

From “Khaki & Cowdung” 
 

“We were only in Port Tewfik for a few days, during which time we met a member of the crew from S.S. 

Orontes and he made us an offer, which was hard to refuse.  He gave us each a postcard with a picture of 

the ship on the front and offered to post them in England, if we wanted to send a message home.  That was 

an offer which was hard to refuse, despite the illegality of it.  I imagine that he was paid for the service.  We 

took up his offer, but this story had a sequel for Corporal Smith.  Each month we were issued with a "green 

envelope” to send a letter home, which was supposed not to be censored.  But Corporal Smith mentioned 

the postcard in his "green envelope," to his wife, but it was censored. Some time afterwards a report was 

received in our unit.  He was put on a charge and demoted to signalman with loss of pay.” 

 
November 1940 - Palestine 
 
By train to Sarafand in Palestine, not far from Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, both of which he visited, and swam 
(floated) in the Dead Sea.  Now a member of 3 Line of Communications Signals. 
 

“After a while at Sarafand I found out that there was a post office and I sent a telegram home to my parents 

telling them that I had arrived safely, but I was forbidden from telling them where I was.  Yet the telegram 

arrived home with Sarafand shown as the place of origin.  In England precautions were taken to prevent 

that, and telegrams from servicemen always had the place of origin omitted.  There was obviously no 

liaison between the civil post office and the military authorities at Sarafand, but I expect my parents were 

pleased to know where I was.” 
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“Me, Charlie Avery, Ken Potter, 1940 
in Palestine (now Israel)”  

 

     
 

Jack’s parents and younger sister Nora, 1940 
 
February 1941 - Egypt 
 
Sudden move to Amarya, 20 miles west of Alexandria.  Prepare for departure, destination unknown. 
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Jack’s “Pre-Greece” story in full from his “Khaki & Cowdung” 
 

CHAPTER ONE 

Called up 
 

Great Britain and its Empire went to war with Germany in September 1939 because the Germans did not 

heed our ultimatum to withdraw from Poland, which they had invaded. This meant that I would be called 

up for military service. 

 

The threat of war had hung over Europe since about 1936 or earlier. British and French governments had 

been trying to defuse the threat from Germany and calm the German Chancellor's expansionist desires. 

Hitler wanted more "Lebensraum"(living space) for the German-speaking people in other countries 

bordering Germany. 

 

Whilst wanting to reach some agreement with Germany and secure peace in Europe, Britain nevertheless 

commenced re-arming after a long period of disarmament. But Hitler was not to be thwarted and the 

German army occupied Austria in the Spring of 1938 and in the Autumn, with the acquiescence of Britain 

and France, Czechoslovakia was partially occupied. 

 

Diplomatic meetings had previously been held with Germany and a peaceful agreement was reached to 

allow the Sudeten land, which was in an area of Czechoslovakia, bordering Germany to be occupied 

because its peoples were German speaking. 

 

Our Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain returned to Britain in September 1938 after having signed the 

famous Munich Agreement with Hitler for that occupation to take place and speaking from a first floor 

window of No. 10 Downing Street, he proclaimed to the crowds below that he had achieved peace with 

honour and that Hitler had agreed never to go to war with Britain again - Peace in our Time. 

 

Six months later the German army invaded the remainder of Czechoslovakia. Hitler knew full well that 

this act could bring Britain and France into conflict with Germany. 

 

Prior to the Munich Agreement, I was really worried about being called up for military service and going 

to war, especially if it would be trench warfare like in the First World War. I had heard of the terrible 

slaughter of our troops in France and Belgium and seen pictures of terribly wounded men. It was all so 

frightening. The Munich Agreement brought hope of Peace, but that assurance was short lived. 

 

Conscription of men aged 20 years was started I believe early in 1939 and men were posted to the Militia, 

probably for Home service. I registered for military service in July 1939 probably very close to my 

twentieth birthday. 

 

I had to report to the Methodist Central Hall at Tooting, an appropriate place for a Methodist! In a large 

badly lit hall an official looking man sat at a table. I was waiting in the queue and when it was my turn, I 

went forward and gave him my "call up notice". He asked me which service I would prefer to join. I 

thought that magnanimous of him, but not so. I suggested the Royal Navy, to keep the family tradition. 

But he said "No" and asked me if I had another choice. I then suggested the RAF, but again "No". The 

blighter already knew, because of my civilian occupation of telegraphist that I was destined for the Royal 

Corps of Signals in the army. "Horses for courses" so I went off home to await my call up papers. 

 

In November 1939, it became quite obvious that the army could not manage without me! So there I was 

standing at the bus stop near the Swan public house at Mitcham, waiting for a bus to take me to Tooting 

Broadway, thence by underground train to Euston Station. My destination was the 2nd Training Battalion, 

Royal Corps of Signals at Prestatyn in North Wales. I had never travelled further north than Watford. But 

I did venture south to Germany in 1937 or 1938 with a party of old school friends. We stayed at Coblenz 

in the Rhineland. A few of us made friends with a German lad who approached us. He was about our age 

and probably, as I look back, a member of the Hitler Youth organisation. We had a good time and I 

wonder if he survived the war? 
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So to Euston and my train to Prestatyn via Crewe: when I arrived about twenty or so of us lads alighted 

from the train and were met by an army corporal and off we went to our final destination. It was Prestatyn 

Holiday Camp which the army had requisitioned. We were to live in chalets, which were built for the 

summer months and hardly suitable for the coming winter weather, which was very severe. The entrance 

to the camp was very military with a guardroom and a sentry on duty. The camp was near to the sand 

dunes on the beach. 

 

The "welcoming" was slick. We lined up and we each waited our turn to go to the table where a very 

military looking corporal sat. I handed him my papers and he asked me my personal details including my 

religion. I replied "Church of England". As he was writing I noticed that at a nearby table a lad was 

registering as Methodist, so I immediately said " I am actually a Methodist" He barked "Make up your 

mind lad" and so I became 2361359 Signalman Ansell J. W. Methodist. Those details would later be 

printed on my identity discs. The muddle over my religion arose because my Father had told me that there 

were only two religions in the armed forces - C of E and Catholic. Of course that information was out of 

date, my Father was demobbed from the Royal Navy in 1919 or 1920 and things had changed. 

 

Having "signed on", I went to the quartermaster's stores to collect my uniform, rifle and other equipment. 

I came out with my rifle over my shoulder and a pile of khaki clothing and boots etc balanced on my two 

forearms. I shared a chalet with two other chaps and we all had a jolly good laugh when we dressed up in 

our uniforms. So here we were clad in khaki and in the Royal Corps of Signals but not a single badge to 

identify ourselves with our regiment. Our overcoats even had bone buttons. Soldiers had brass buttons on 

their overcoats! The solution was to go to nearby Rhyll at the weekend and buy badges and buttons. This 

of course meant that all of this brass had to cleaned and polished. I had an advantage over the others about 

the "spit and polish" business because I had learned to do it when I left school and became a Post Office 

boy messenger. 

 

I have now been posted to the Depot Battalion for four weeks training to try and turn me into a soldier 

with marching, physical training, including rifle drill. It was a sweat, but in the end our squad really did 

march as "one person". I shall always remember our instructor - Corporal Proudlove, a ginger Jew and 

could he yell. 

 

At the end of the four weeks training I was transferred with others to a technical battalion, where 

according to our skills in "Civvy Street" we trained as wireless operators, line operators, keyboard 

operators, instrument mechanics or linesmen. I, and many others, had been telegraphists in the General 

Post Office and we trained as operators keyboard on teleprinters. The teleprinter was a relatively new 

means of line communication, which replaced Morse in the Post Office. I think that the army had just 

caught up with this new technology. The army teleprinters were different from those that I was used to, 

but the technique was not difficult to learn. It was possible to transmit at about 60 words a minute without 

looking at the keyboard. We learned signalling procedures, electricity and magnetism and the phonetic 

alphabet, which was used when sending cipher messages by telephone. For instance a cipher word 

FLWEM would be sent as Freddy, London, William, Eddy, Monkey. Some messages would have 

hundreds of words and it must have been amusing to listen to a message being sent by telephone. There 

was one word, which was absolutely forbidden in all circumstances. The word "Repeat". That was an 

artillery order to repeat fire. In its place we had to use the clumsy phrase "I say again". This was ingrained 

in us and I remember going to a slide show at the Historical Society in Hailsham many years later in about 

1985 and the chap showing the slides and giving the commentary used the phrase " I say again". I spoke 

to him afterwards and yes, he had been in the Royal Corps of Signals! 

 

We were also trained in the use of army field telephones, which were known as ''Don 3's". A field 

telephone was in a steel box about l2x4x4 inches with a carrying strap. Inside was of course a telephone 

and also a morse key. The instrument would work on one wire attached to a metal stake in the ground if 

necessary. Procedure was the same for all instruments, after three months I was fully trained and fit for 

active service, but not before I "blotted my copy book". 

 

Before I describe that awful incident, I really must record how we guarded Prestatyn camp from invasion 

by the enemy who might land from a submarine. Each night we had an anti-submarine patrol along the 
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beach armed with pickaxe handles. If Hitler had only known. But at the main gate there was an impressive 

guard armed with rifles but no bullets. At the changing of the guard every twenty four hours, the old and 

new guard marched to the tunes of martial music played over the loud-speaker system, just like changing 

the guard at Buckingham Palace. What a game of soldiers! 

 

Now about that passing out parade. We marched around the large parade ground, halted in lines and stood 

at ease. In that position the butt of my rifle was on the ground near to my right foot. The rifle was held in 

an upright/angled position sloping forward and gripped between my finger and thumb of my right hand 

about four inches from the muzzle end (top). On the command "stand easy" my right hand should have 

slid upwards along the barrel creating a more relaxed position. I had done this drill hundreds of times 

during training without fault, but on this special occasion, as I slid my hand forward, my rifle slipped from 

my grip and fell to the ground. Catastrophe. 

 

It had been "drilled" into us before the parade that if anyone dropped his rifle, then "stay still" and do not 

stoop down to pick it up. It must have happened before. I remained perfectly still and awaited the 

consequences. Along came a sergeant. He glared at me and barked "name and number", I replied smartly 

"Ansell 2361359 sergeant". He wrote it down in a notebook and told me to pick up my rifle. I heard no 

more of that awful incident. Some soldier! 

 

A day or so later, my name appeared on company orders for transfer to 1st Holding Battalion at Catterick 

Garrison. Rumour was that we were going there en route to Norway, which had been invaded by the 

Germans. We were issued with thick long sleeve vests and long pants to match. This was unusual. We 

paraded before Company Sergeant Major Green who lectured us on our responsibilities in the event of any 

of us being captured by the enemy. He said "Gawd help us if any of you get anywhere near the enemy. 

Just remember this, you only give your number, rank and name." Indeed some of us did get close to the 

enemy and became prisoners of war. He probably stayed safely in England - who knows? 

 

Catterick Garrison was a regular army base in North Yorkshire. I lived in a barrack hut in Loos Lines 

named after a battle in the First World War. Now that I am in a Holding Battalion, I am as the name 

suggests being "held" to go anywhere on active service. The British army was retreating in Norway and 

we handed our thick vests and pants back to the quartermaster's stores. It is now April 1940 and it was not 

long before my name appeared on daily company orders. I was to be posted to the British Expeditionary 

Force in France. This was good news because the waiting was over, but I was to learn that "waiting" is a 

part of army life. After about a week the posting was cancelled. This happened a number of times and it 

became obvious in June that our army was in retreat in France and the evacuation at Dunkirk was nigh. 

What was in store for me now? 

 

At this time, the attitude at Catterick changed and something quite positive happened: the possible 

invasion of Britain by the Germans. They had conquered Norway, France, Belgium and Holland at break 

neck speed and were now just across the English Channel, 20 miles away from Dover. Catterick "became 

alive". On alternate days we did 24 hour guard and 24 hour standby. We were each issued with a 

bandolier of 50 rounds of rifle ammunition. We were armed at all times and were confined to our 

immediate hut areas. 

 

The 24-hour guard meant that we patrolled in pairs both day and night in two-hour shifts and if there was 

an air raid alarm we went to circular trenches on the moors searching the sky for enemy parachutists. The 

Standby meant that we went about our normal duties in the day and slept in our huts at night, but in the 

event of an air raid alarm, we also went to the circular trenches on the moors. We loaded our rifles and our 

orders were "shoot to kill" in all circumstances. That was very serious stuff, but nothing happened. I 

suspect the advancing German army had stretched its lines of communication in Europe and had not the 

resources to attempt an invasion of Great Britain - thank goodness. There were stories of the enemy 

having come into the country dressed as nuns. We looked for nuns but never found any. Happy days! 

 

I was getting fed up with this routine and one day I went to the Company Office and volunteered to go 

anywhere, just to escape from Catterick. Only a few of us obtained a transfer and most of the rest of my 

group from Prestatyn, I learned later had a cushy war at Headquarters in the Middle East. My experiences 
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during the following years changed me as the following incident illustrates. In 1946, I was transferred to a 

Royal Signals unit at Blandford on Salisbury Plain to await my demobilisation. It was there that many 

men from Prestatyn and Catterick came together again. I very soon found out that I had little in common 

with them including John Charlesworth who was a good friend before. I had changed, I suppose because 

my war had been far different from theirs. One morning I went with a few of them to the canteen for a 

mug of tea and one of them produced a cake from a tin. He gave his mates each a piece, but not me. Oh 

dear, I could have cried, not that I wanted any of his rotten cake, but because he did not share it with all of 

us. That was unknown in my prisoner of war days. Small groups of men shared everything even a 

cigarette when our Red Cross parcels had not arrived. That episode remains indelible in my mind, sixty 

years or so later and I can "see" them sitting around that table - wretched selfish lot. 

 

So where was I going on this new posting? I had missed Norway and France, where to now? We travelled 

by train to "destination unknown" and stopped in Manchester, where we had a break of a couple of hours. 

By then I had realised that I had lost my "eating irons" (knife, fork and spoon). I soon thought out a 

solution and a few of us went to a Lyons Corner House (large restaurant) and ordered a meal. When we 

left I "borrowed" the cutlery. I do not know what happened to the fork and knife but I arrived home in 

1945 with the spoon. 

 

We eventually arrived at Colwyn Bay in North Wales and joined the 4th  Line of Communication Signals 

and that unit was so different from Catterick. If ever there was a contrast then here it was in army routine. 

But first, I learned that the role of L of C Signals was to be first to arrive in any situation and be last out, 

providing communications of course. This was true in the following 

year as I was to find out. 

 

We lived in requisitioned private houses, which had been stripped of everything and furnished with just 

army beds. The whole set up was a cross between "Dad's Army" of television fame and the discipline of 

Catterick. A hybrid and our small group from Catterick did not like it. Shortly after our arrival about four 

of us were on night guard at the vehicle park. We decided to do our guard duties as we did them at 

Catterick in a strict disciplined manner and no nonsense. Around about midnight we heard footsteps and it 

was the Commanding Officer on his usual nightly visit. We had been warned of this. He was challenged 

"Halt who goes there" He replied "Friend" The guard replied, "Advance friend and be recognised." There 

stood an officer expecting to be immediately recognised as our Commanding Officer. He was asked to 

prove his identity and indeed he had to produce documentary evidence. He did not react to this text book 

challenge, asked a few questions and said "Good night" and left. The next morning our group were split 

up and allocated to different sections of the unit. Those rebels from Catterick! 

 

One morning in July a special request was read out to us. Men were required for a special service that 

could swim and did not suffer from seasickness. I did not fancy volunteering for that and any case I could 

not swim. Was this the first recruitment for the Commandos or something similar? Maybe. 

 

I was billeted in a house named "Gleneden" and it was there that I first met Alan Austin with whom I 

stayed on and off for the rest of the war. In general, life at Rhos, incidentally we had moved now from 

Colwyn Bay, was a bit of a bore for the few months that I was there. That was relieved with two periods 

of home leave thank goodness. To occupy my time I had a rather unusual job for a while, whether it had 

any connection with those rebels from Catterick, I just do not know, but maybe. I was latrine orderly. A 

prestigious job and armed with a bottle of Jeyes fluid, I visited all of the billets and examined the toilets 

and drains and poured some Jeyes fluid in each. I always managed to finish this job by lunchtime and then 

the rest of the day was mine. I cannot remember what I did - honest. 

 

Periodically we manned a first world war Lewis machine gun on the sea front at night, presumably to 

repel the enemy if he attempted to land. One night, a single round of ammunition was accidentally fired 

out to sea and oh what a to-do that caused. It had to be reported next morning and explained, goodness 

knows what would have happened if the enemy had really tried to land. The gun held fifty rounds and I do 

not recollect that we had any reserves, we were again playing at soldiers. Another example of our army 

life at Rhos was air raid drill. We were supposed to help the civil defence force in the event of there being 

casualties in an air raid. Our first aid course lasted a few minutes. Our medical officer told us that nobody 
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was dead until he said so. If any part of a body was sticking out then push it back in again. Bring all 

casualties in whether dead or alive. We would just have to use our common sense. Thank goodness all 

was quiet at Rhos on Sea while I was there, but one evening we did have a full dress rehearsal on the sea 

front, picking up "casualties" and loading them into ambulances with the public watching.  

 

There were rumours that an invasion had been attempted one evening in early September 1940. We were 

all rounded up from billets in the town and taken to a large parade ground in lorries. The W.V.S. brought 

their mobile canteen along and we had tea and probably cakes. At about midnight we were allowed to 

return to our billets on the strict understanding that we remained fully dressed and ready to turn out. One 

of the duties in our unit was for a signalman to listen to the B.B.C. radio on which a special code word 

would be announced in the event of invasion. I have since read that some German bodies were washed up 

on the south west coast - true or false? 

 

I think that it was in the 1960's when Nancy and I were on holiday in North Wales that we visited Rhos 

just to remember old times. I was surprised to find that my old billet "Gleneden" looked just the same as 

in 1940 but I hope it was furnished well and had carpet on the floor! It must have been on a Sunday 

because we went to the Methodist church and afterwards over a cup of tea, we spoke to a lady who had 

been a teenager there during the war years. My memory went whizzing back to the soldiers' canteen, 

which had been in the church hall. Presumably she was not old enough to remember soldiers in the town, 

or if she did, she was not letting on. I remembered that at the canteen, there was a bathing rota book in 

which we could put our names for a bath in a private house. My memory flashed back again and I was in 

my imagination going along to the home of Miss Jones with Alan for a weekly bath. Miss Jones was an 

elderly lady with grey hair. Nancy and I tried to find the house but in vain. I remembered one night when 

Alan and I knocked at the front door of what I thought was a large house, with a gravel drive, we were 

invited in by a maid, who took us a to a small dining room. I went for my bath first and Alan remained in 

the dining room reading a magazine from the small pile on a table. The maid, a young woman, escorted 

me to the luxurious bathroom, the likes of which I had never seen before. She ran the water and laid out a 

lovely fluffy white bath towel for me. There was the largest oval soap that I had ever seen. The maid then 

left - honest. After our baths we had supper served by the maid and Miss Jones would come in and wish 

us well and of course we thanked her for her hospitality. Then off we would go to our billet with its bare 

board floors and army beds and cold water. 

 

The idle days and bathing luxury at Rhos had to end and the day came in September 1940. The entire unit 

was going overseas and as usual our destination was secret. It could not be anywhere in Europe because 

we had been issued with tropical kit and mosquito nets! Were we going to the Middle or Far East? We had 

lectures on living in the jungle, how to cut down undergrowth with a machete and how to deal with 

snakebite, by slashing the skin with a knife to let out the venom. I was not so sure about that. We were 

given seven days embarkation leave, which I spent, in the air raid shelter at nights at my home with my 

mother and my girl friend Joyce. That was just a taste of what the civilian population had to endure at that 

time. Luckily there was no damage near my home that week. My leave seemed to end quickly and off I 

went to Euston Station to catch a train to Colwyn Bay. Little did I know that I would not be returning 

home for nearly five years and much was to happen to me during that time.  

 

I eventually arrived back at my unit in the early hours of the morning, having probably travelled on the 

milk train from Crewe. The next day was taken up with getting my kit together for our journey. I do not 

remember much about that but I do about a hair cut on my last night at Rhos. What an odd thing to 

remember, perhaps I should have paid the barber and forgot and so did he after our long chat in the empty 

shop. I left the next morning and I had no opportunity to settle my debt. That must still be on my 

conscience. The shop was on the end of a parade of shops and outside was a collection point for 

aluminium saucepans and the like, to be collected and melted down and used in the production of Spitfire 

aircraft. That was all part of the war effort. 

 

The following day we paraded in full marching order, that meant carrying pretty well all of my personal 

belongings in my backpack and side pack. In addition I had a water bottle, steel helmet and sun helmet, 

gas mask and gas cape. Last but not least my rifle. I was fully loaded like a donkey but I could not bray. 4 

L of C Signals marched through Rhos to Colwyn Bay railway station. That march was a very long country 
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mile with people watching and wishing us well, so it was not really so secret that we were going to a 

foreign country where we would need our tropical kit. Because my backpack straps were not properly 

adjusted - silly me, my left arm was pretty numb by the time that we reached the railway station. That was 

the beginning of an adventure and I was quite excited. 

 

 

CHAPTER TWO 

S.S. Orontes, my troop-ship 

 
We eventually arrived at our first "secret" destination - Liverpool docks. The train stopped alongside what 

looked like a huge steel wall. It was the side of S.S. Orontes, a cruise liner that in peacetime sailed 

between England and Australia but was now converted into a troop-ship. The gangway was down and up 

we went onto the deck and then, Oh my goodness down to G deck below the water line! That was a good 

start for my first sea voyage ever. The deck was lined with long mess tables and benches set out from each 

side of the ship. In the middle was a very large sea water shower room and a huge stack of canvas rolls, 

each about three feet long and about a foot in diameter. I was to find out later that they were hammocks. 

The ship started to sail almost immediately after we were all on board and I went on deck as we sailed 

along the River Mersey towards the open sea. The Monarch of Bermuda followed us, but I cannot 

remember the name of the third ship. It must have been a majestic sight and people were waving from the 

shores either side of the river. Three other troop-ships had left Glasgow and were due to join us in the 

Atlantic ocean, but one was bombed and the other two never joined us. 

 

It was then time for supper and off I went down into the bowels of the ship to G deck. It was a meal that I 

had never tasted before - tripe and onions. It looked unappetising. The plate was filled with a thick white 

gravy in which were pieces of tripe and onions. Tripe of course being a cow's stomach! I cautiously tasted 

a little, it was not what I would have chosen, but I emptied my plate. 

 

It was on G deck that I first met Ken Potter, a corporal in my unit. He must have come from another camp 

because I had not seen him before. We stayed together until April 1941 when he was killed during the 

evacuation of Greece (another Dunkirk). After supper he taught me how to play bridge and later we spent 

many hours playing during our long sea voyage. The first night at sea was hilarious when bedtime came. I 

collected a hammock and wondered how on earth I could fix the ropes at either end to the hooks in the 

ceiling. Alan came to my rescue having been a scout. He knew that the best knot to secure the ropes at 

each end of the hammock was a clove hitch. Good old Alan. Having secured the hammock the next 

problem was how could I climb into the wretched thing? So there it hung from either end and the middle 

sagged down. Every time that I tried to climb in it swung away from me. Where hammocks were hanging 

over the mess table there was no problem about getting in. There was only one way and that was to "dive" 

across it with head and shoulders first. Lie across the hammock and then wriggle into position and go to 

sleep. I am sure there must be easier ways and I suppose I must have worked it out on the following 

nights, but I cannot remember how. 

 

That first night was literally the night before the storm. After leaving Liverpool we skirted Ireland and 

sailed out into the North Atlantic Ocean. Early evening, I felt sick and so did many others. So up on deck 

for a spell with my head over the side of the ship, I was well again the next morning when, I ventured up 

on deck and was astonished to see the enormous swell on the sea. One moment this great ship seemed as 

if it was on the top of the sea and the next moment it was, in what seemed, a hollow of water high up on 

either side. When on top of the swell I could see our naval escort sharing the same experience - one 

moment in sight and then disappearing. I now had my "sea legs". We sailed on for many days zig-zagging 

as a precaution against lurking German submarines. We were told later that we were just twelve hours 

from New York before we turned due south, but where to? 

 

Any fear of our ship being attacked and sunk never concerned me too much. Ignorance is really bliss. I 

had a life jacket and we were all, excuse the metaphor "in the same boat". Nevertheless I remembered my 

father, who had spent some sixteen years in the royal Navy saying to me before I left home after my leave, 

"If anything goes wrong while you are at sea grab a fender.” But what was a fender? At the time I could 

only think of a fender as the thing which went in front of our fire. He then told me that fenders were 
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bulbous coco-fibre aids for docking, which hung over the side of the ship. They would float. Luckily I 

never needed to act on that advice. There were two kinds of life jackets. The majority were like sleeveless 

jackets with kapok filling front and rear. The others were clumsy types with four large pieces of cork front 

and rear. They probably floated better, but the kapok types made better pillows for sleeping at night. What 

logic? 

 

After about a fortnight or so we sighted land after a pretty boring journey when the weather was not very 

good apart from when we passed the Azores. It was Freetown in West Africa, known as the "white man's 

grave" to the missionaries. It is about 500 miles north of the equator and I have never experienced such 

high temperatures and humidity. Sweat just poured off my brow while standing still. To make things 

worse, we all had to smear anti-mosquito ointment on all exposed skin and wear our sun helmets. Any 

man who had sunburn would be "on a charge" and some kind of punishment would follow. We anchored 

in a large bay and stayed on board while the ship took on oil and water. 

 

The sun shone all day without a cloud in the sky. Our daily entertainment came from the natives; perhaps 

I should not refer to them in that way in our politically correct world. They were the inhabitants; they 

wore just a loincloth and came alongside our ship in hand made canoes. Their mission was to dive in the 

sea for money, which the soldiers tossed over the side to them, but they only caught silver coins! I never 

joined in that game. The sea was very clear and the sixpenny pieces could be seen spiralling downwards 

in the water and of course they were caught very quickly. They also tried to sell unripe oranges which 

gullible men bought with "money first". We only stayed about two days and then we set sail again. We 

were then sailing down the west coast of Africa and the sea was very calm with hardly a ripple on the 

surface. There was still no news of where we were going, not even "barrack room" gossip. 

 

We are no longer zig-zagging because the captain had told us that we were in unfrequented waters, which 

meant that submarines were no longer, a danger to us. Down below on G deck the air was stifling, so Alan 

and I decided to sleep on deck, not any place, but near a lifeboat! We took our hammocks up on the upper 

deck each evening, laid them on the deck and slept under the beautiful star lit sky - wonderful. There was 

only one snag we had to get up early each morning around about 5.30 before the crew hosed the decks. 

Our escort seemed to have disappeared after we left Freetown or perhaps it was out of sight. I cannot 

imagine that our valuable "cargo" of troops was left unprotected. One night Alan and I saw a signal 

flashing in the very far distance and after a while HMS Dorsetshire joined our convoy - so we were really 

protected after all. She was a county class cruiser with a small seaplane on board. Our ship was the 

flagship of the convoy with a Royal Navy Captain. The cruiser came alongside soon after first light and 

passed a message to our ship on a long pole - obviously too secret to send by wireless. 

 

During the day time we lazed on deck and now and again looked over the side of the ship to watch flying 

fish leaping across the bows. What a lovely life cruising in those ideal conditions and it was all free. 

 

For some reason, perhaps because the Medical Officer wanted something to do, we all paraded for a 

"short arm" inspection. I will leave the reader to use his imagination about this strange inspection after 

reading on. Can you imagine soldiers in a long line dropping their shorts and pants for the M.O. to inspect 

certain parts of the anatomy in search of the consequences of unthoughtful moments when last on leave? 

All of this while sailing in this beautiful sea. On another occasion it was foot inspection. We had to lie on 

our backs and when the M.O. came along, raise both legs for him to inspect the soles of our feet. We wore 

plimsoles (canvas rubber soled shoes) and rubber, sweaty feet and heat were not an ideal combination. My 

feet needed treatment - oh dear. So down to the medical centre to have the soles of my feet massaged with 

ointment for a few days - absolute agony. 

 

I am beginning to wish that I had kept a diary, instead of having to dig deep into the recesses of my 

memory. About a week later at about 6am I saw land ahead, but it was different from what I had ever seen 

before. As we got nearer, it looked like a large plateau above the seashore. It was Table Mountain at 

Capetown. Hurrah, civilisation at last. It took a long time to eventually dock with the tugs pushing and 

shoving our ship into position at the dockside. We went ashore mid-morning and the memory of the 

welcome we received was revived when I recently saw on television a film about Nelson Mandela and the 

former Apartheid in South Africa. When I was in Capetown the coloured people were second-class 
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citizens and the whites were supreme in every way. Yet, the first person to greet Alan and I was a 

coloured man who invited us into a dockside cafe for a mug of tea. A humble welcome indeed from a so-

called second-class citizen, but both the coloured and white people had our cause at heart. I will relate the 

utter contrast to that humble welcome later. Alan and I went on into Capetown and experienced the 

segregation laws and indeed visited a part of the city, which was "out of bounds" to British Troops. Before 

we came ashore it was made quite clear that District 6 was "out of bounds" but of course the first places 

that troops usually visited were those forbidden areas. District 6 consisted of row upon row of tin shacks 

built on the raw earth. It looked positively awful and we did not venture in. Yet it was home for a very 

large number of coloured people living in Capetown. 

 

It was a lovely city and I remember particularly the City Hall, the entrance to which was approached up a 

long flight of stone steps. We heard that some Australian troops had landed like us, some weeks before 

and one of them rode a horse up those steps. They caused so much trouble that Capetown was closed to 

them for the future. 

 

After a little more sight seeing, we found a restaurant and ordered a small roast chicken each, but before it 

was served, we heard a siren sounding. It was Noon and we were told that every day at that time there was 

a minute silence for the people of Capetown to remember that large parts of the Empire were at war and 

thankfully they enjoyed peace. I thought that was wonderful. Alan and I had our chicken and then, I find it 

hard to believe as I type this, we went to the cinema and the place was packed with troops and sailors 

from HMS Dorsetshire, our escort cruiser. There must surely have been better things to do on that sunny 

afternoon. But a bonus came when we came out and were waiting to cross the road. It was now dusk and 

the streets were ablaze with lights, a far contrast from London in the "black out". A large limousine 

stopped in front of us and the lady and gentleman inside invited us to get in their car. They suggested that 

they would like to take us for a short ride around Capetown and then go to their house for a meal. That 

sounded good and of course we accepted their invitation. I cannot remember a thing about the ride around 

Capetown but I do remember their beautiful house, a far cry from those shacks in District 6 and that 

probably occupied by the coloured man who invited us to join him for a cup of tea at the dock gates. But 

the spirit of the hospitality both provided in their own way was the same. He was poor and they were rich. 

That really illustrates the division that existed then in South Africa and which has now been exorcised. 

We had a lovely meal and evening with our white hosts and they took us back to the Dock gates by our 

curfew time of 10pm. They promised to meet us at l0am the next morning for a trip to Table Mountain. 

But alas at l0am the next morning we were out at sea making for the Cape of Good Hope. My visit to 

Capetown will always be remembered and especially the hospitality we received, because the people of 

Capetown wanted to give something towards the war effort in a practical way by welcoming the troops on 

their way to war. 

 

Our journey took us around the Cape of Good Hope and into the Indian Ocean. At that stage of our 

journey we joined a very large convoy of merchant ships, but I do not remember there being any escort 

ships. Perhaps they were out of sight. HMS Dorsetshire had left us and I believe she was sunk later in the 

war. The weather was glorious and we lazed on deck as we sailed some 6,000 more miles including the 

journey between Madagascar and Mozambique, then on to the Gulf of Aden, the Red Sea and the southern 

end of the Suez Canal at Port Tewfik. We had finally arrived at our undisclosed destination - Egypt. The 

journey had taken about six weeks around the Cape because the shorter route through the Mediterranean 

Sea was very hazardous because of hostilities in North Africa and the risk of attack from the air was very 

great. 

 

Our troop ship S.S. Orontes with its four large funnels, bless her, had carried us safely to our final 

destination, but I cannot remember the other troopships which left Liverpool with us, arriving at Port 

Tewfik. Our ship anchored off shore and the troops and stores went ashore by lighter (a large open boat 

used for ferrying between ship and shore). But I was left behind with Corporal Smith. In my experience, if 

ones surname began with "A" then you were "odds on" certain to be ordered to do anything which was out 

of the usual routine. My surname begins with "A". We were to check all of our stores, which were in large 

wooden crates ashore, and then have them loaded into goods wagons to go by rail to our destination in 

Palestine. 
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After the troops had disembarked, our ship seemed like a "ghost" ship and eerily empty, not a soul about, 

so it seemed, apart from us two. We abandoned "G" deck and went in search of better accommodation and 

found a nice cabin on the main deck. I had hardly got to sleep that night when the ship's siren started 

hooting. The warning for an air raid was, if I remember correctly, 6 or 7 long blasts followed by a short 

blast. It got to about six blasts when I thought " Oh this is it , I have travelled all this way and now there is 

likely to be an air attack on our ship." But the short blast never came. Panic off and back to sleep. 

 

The next morning we went ashore in a lighter and were based in an army transit camp. I clearly remember 

the first midday meal. We were served with rice instead of potatoes with meat etc. I was horrified: rice 

was for puddings! That evening we went into Suez by taxi, about six of us piled in and we did not pay the 

driver when we arrived in town - hooligans. The next morning it was time to get down to work and off we 

went to the docks to supervise the loading of our stores by a labouring party of six Egyptians in their 

white caftans (white gowns). They carried the smaller crates on their heads. For several days we 

supervised and checked the loading of our stores and saw them loaded in railway wagons and then the 

doors were sealed. 

 

The dockside was littered with broken crates of all kinds and we spotted one containing Woodbine 

cigarettes. Another chap found some rum in a large jar. Needless to say, the next morning he was still 

drunk and incapable. We stuffed some packets of cigarettes in our battle dress blouses and made our way 

to the dock gates, but there an eagle eyed policeman spotted our bulbous shape and asked about our loot, 

but we ran and he chased us and never caught us. We arrived near our huts and quickly buried our loot in 

the sand, but oddly enough I cannot remember going back to retrieve it. We really did not need those 

cigarettes and probably only stole them for fun. Young soldiers newly arrived in a foreign land can be a 

little wild. 

 

We were only in Port Tewfik for a few days, during which time we met a member of the crew from S.S. 

Orontes and he made us an offer, which was hard to refuse. He gave us each a postcard with a picture of 

the ship on the front and offered to post them in England, if we wanted to send a message home. That was 

an offer which was hard to refuse, despite the illegality of it. I imagine that he was paid for the service. 

We took up his offer, but this story had a sequel for Corporal Smith. Each month we were issued with a 

"green envelope," to send a letter home, which was supposed not to be censored. But Corporal Smith 

mentioned the postcard in his "green envelope," to his wife, but it was censored. Some time afterwards a 

report was received in our unit. He was put on a charge and demoted to Signalman with loss of pay. 

 

 

CHAPTER THREE 

Sarafand Palestine 

 
Our job of checking and loading our stores into railway wagons had ended and now we are to leave Port 

Tewfik, but our destination is no longer secret, its Palestine. We travelled all night by train and the 

temperature dropped and I was cold, but it was November. We eventually arrived at Sarafand where we 

were based in a very large army camp complete with shops. Jerusalem and Tel-aviv are not very far away. 

 

We are now 3 Line of Communication Signals and the camp was the best I had been in and I had a very 

relaxing time there and of course there was further training. I was offered promotion to lance corporal 

unpaid, the first rung of the ladder, but I turned down that opportunity for two reasons, firstly lance 

corporals did a lot of guard duties, many more than I was doing. Secondly, I was receiving from the 

General Post Office in England, my employer before I was called up, my balance of civil pay. That was 

the difference between my army pay and the civilian pay that I would have received. I would need to be 

promoted to sergeant to benefit financially and that was unlikely at that time, although perhaps a 

possibility later. But most of all I wanted an easy life. 

 

At weekends I often went with Ken Potter to Tel-aviv, a lively town, but on one occasion I went with 

Charlie Avery* to Jerusalem. Incidentally I met him in Brighton with Alec Langley (my former sergeant), 

sometime around the early 1990's. My goodness we had aged! Now back to Jerusalem. We travelled there 

in an old crock of a bus and I can remember going through a village and seeing some rather sinister 
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looking Arabs sitting outside a café smoking their hookahs. A hookah is a tobacco pipe with a long tube 

drawing smoke through a vase of water. Those Arabs certainly looked unfriendly. 

 

On our arrival in Jerusalem we went to a soldiers' canteen, probably the Y.M.C.A, or the Salvation Army. 

We met a couple of Australian soldiers who asked us if we would be interested in joining them in a tour of 

Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Jericho etc. We agreed and off we went in a large hired car after negotiating a 

price. 

 

I was very interested in the old city of Jerusalem with its narrow streets and small shops, selling all 

manner of things, but the historical Christian areas did not impress me. I thought, even then that, it was 

very commercial with the guides, word perfect in their descriptions of each place that we visited. The 

Garden of Gethsemene was a real garden behind some railings and a gate and I could imagine it in the 

time of Christ, without the railings and gate of course. But the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and Christ's 

tomb (it looked like a Victorian tomb, brick sides with a stone-slab on the top) disappointed me. I really 

could not believe that I was at the site of the original tomb. We followed the route, which Christ was said 

to have trudged with his cross on the way to his crucifixion, Via Dolorosa " the way of sorrows". I could 

imagine that terrible scene. Another place, which we visited, was the Wailing Wall, probably the last 

remaining relic of the Temple. Pious Jews gathered there each week to lament about the destruction of the 

Temple by the Roman General Titus in A.D. 70. 

 

Opposite was the Mosque of Omah, or Dome of the Rock, built in A.D.691 by Caliph Abd el-Malik. It is 

said to encircle the rock where Abraham was to have sacrificed Isaac (Genesis 22). We went inside after 

removing our boots and putting on carpet slippers. Inside I was awe-struck by the vast amount of gold on 

the ceiling. I personally thought that it was obscene. We then left Jerusalem and travelled on to 

Bethlehem. Bethlehem was a very quiet place, with dusty roads and  

 

of course the Church of the Nativity. Outside the church was a typical scene, a dribbling old camel 

tethered near the "eye of a needle". The name given to the low narrow entrance to the church to prevent 

camels from going inside! I went inside and it took a while to focus my eyes in the gloom. Then I could 

see the interior of this very large stone built church and scores of women, clad in black and weeping and 

wailing. On the left hand side, not far from the entrance was what at first sight looked like a large 

fireplace surround. But set in the stone floor was a large star; either gold or silver or perhaps both and it 

glistened in the candlelight. This was supposedly the place of Christ's birth. Again I had to use my 

imagination that this star was actually over the spot in the stable where Christ really was born. I was not 

convinced and of course it does not matter. 

 

As we left Bethlehem, I looked out across, at what I imagined was the Wilderness mentioned in the New 

Testament. As far as I could see, a vast area of barren hills stretching to the horizon. Somewhere out there 

was Jericho and the Dead Sea and we headed in that direction. We travelled down a dusty road on the way 

to Jericho and I was reminded of the story in the New Testament of the Good Samaritan. It could have 

been on this very road from Jerusalem to Jericho that a man travelled and was befriended by a Good 

Samaritan. I could visualise this very incident as we journeyed on through this inhospitable countryside. 

At Jericho we found a place to eat and had peppers stuffed with rice. That was a new experience in meals 

for me, but it was nice. We then continued down this dusty road and at a junction, we passed a road sign 

which said "Sea Level", an unusual sign, but not out of place there. We arrived at the Dead Sea 

surrounded by hills and near the shore were some corrugated iron huts - the changing rooms. The shower 

was outside. We of course went into the Dead Sea, I could not swim but that mattered not - it was not 

possible to sink. The shower afterwards was an absolute necessity to wash off the salt deposit. As I type 

this paragraph I think we must have gone into the Dead Sea in "our nothings". We would certainly not 

have any swimming trunks with us!!! We then travelled back to Jerusalem in the car and then by bus to 

Sarafand. Our outing was very interesting and one which I will always remember. 

 

Now back to the routine life at Sarafand. Our training continued and there was one exercise, which was 

supposed to give us an idea of what it was like to be dive bombed.!!! The German Stuka dive-bomber was 

a real terror weapon. As it dived almost vertically onto its target, it made a demoralising screeching siren 

noise. To simulate this kind of attack the army mounted this exercise with a very slow Lysander, which 
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was capable of about 150 miles an hour flat out, a poor comparison with a Stuka. It was all very laughable 

because the Lysander dive-bombed a nearby field with small bags of flour! 

 

After a while at Sarafand I found out that there was a post office and I sent a telegram home to my parents 

telling them that I had arrived safely, but I was forbidden from telling them where I was. Yet the telegram 

arrived home with Sarafand shown as the place of origin. In England precautions were taken to prevent 

that and telegrams from servicemen always had the place of origin omitted. There was obviously no 

liaison between the civil post office and the military authorities at Sarafand but I expect my parents were 

pleased to know where I was. 

 

My cruise in a troop ship and my enjoyable stay in Sarafand came to an end, but what lay ahead for me? 

 

 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Egypt and Z land 

 
In February 1941 we suddenly and unexpectedly left Sarafand for an unknown destination. It turned out to 

be a place called Amarya some twenty miles in the Western desert west of  Alexandria. The entire 3 L of 

C Signals unit: which had been scattered, was regrouping there. We were obviously not staying, but where 

were we destined for? This was exciting but in contrast the weather was awful. It rained and rained like I 

had never seen before and the sand was virtually turned to mud. We even had to dig a trench around our 

small tent to help drain away the water. Luckily we had beds made of cane and standing about 18 inches 

from the sand. The rain stopped as quickly as it had started after a few hours and next day we dried out. 

Something rather odd was happening we were instructed to hand in our service dress with brass buttons, 

which we had in Palestine in exchange for second hand battle dress. We were allowed to retain just one 

change of under clothing, socks and shirt. My boots were worn out and I received a second hand pair. 

Rumours were buzzing, what was this all about? Yet I had a feeling that we were going on a one-way trip 

and were not expected to return, but I was not concerned. 

 

On Sunday 9th March 1941, we left Amarya for Alexandria. On arrival at the dockside after about two 

hours journey by train, we stopped alongside a rusty looking light grey warship. It was the Royal Navy 

cruiser HMS York. We went straight on board. Shortly afterwards a message came over the loudspeaker 

system "All troops to assemble on deck". So up we went from the stokers' deck. Captain Cunningham, he 

was later promoted to Admiral, addressed us. "All of you soldiers go to the blunt end of the ship. You take 

orders from me from now onwards. If we are torpedoed, I will let you know. Do not fall overboard, 

because we will not stop to pick you up. From dusk until dawn we are at action stations, so keep out of the 

way below deck." That message was unambiguous and I looked forward to the voyage - but where to? We 

had been told that we were going to Z land. I asked a sailor if he knew. He thought that it could be Greece, 

because they had made several trips there previously. 

 

Walking on the steel decks was a real hazard with army boots, one slip and I could have been "over the 

side". There was no handrail around the deck edge except at midships, just a chain about three feet high. 

The steel stairs or gangways were equally hazardous, just a slip and I would have arrived at the bottom 

sooner than expected. The trick was to descend sideways. Steel tipped boots and steel decks were not 

compatible on HM Warships. There were three cruisers in our convoy, HMS York (the flagship), HMS 

Gloucester and HMS Bonaventure. We sailed at noon on 9 March in line astern, HMS York leading. We 

soon built up a speed to 30 knots. For twenty-two hours we lived on the stokers' deck and the food and 

company were good. There was a sense of excitement that at last we were off to get involved after sixteen 

months of training and waiting. Over a meal I remember a sailor saying " I would not change places with 

you blokes" and added "But don't forget you have to go right across Europe to the English Channel where 

we will gladly pick you up. If anything goes wrong in Greece you've had it, because we will not be able to 

help you". HMS York was later sunk in the Battle of Crete in May 1941, having previously defeated the 

Italian navy in the Battle of Matapan before taking us to Greece. I wonder what happened to that sailor? 

 


